
Linguistics 165, Homework 3
due 21 October

14 October 2010

1. Write a regular expression that will match the words telescope, Telescope, tele-
scopes telescoping, microscope, and microscopy, but not Microscope or tele-

scopeing. Use no more than 35 characters to write your regular expression. (Note:
by a pattern p“matching”a string s I mean that the Python expression re.match(p,s)

would return True; using re.search() does not count.)

2. Is it possible to write a regular expression of length less than 34 characters which
match telescope, microscope, and microscopy, but rejects the word telescopy and
microscoping? If so, write one. If not, explain why. (Note: in case you know what
backreferences are, you are NOT allowed to use them in this problem.)

3. When we covered the Naive Bayes text-classification model in class, we considered
a type of smoothing in which we imagined that each word in our vocabulary had
a “pseudo-count” of 1. The function implementing this smoothing can be found in
~ln165fzz/src/python/naivebayes.py.

Copy the file ~ln165fzz/src/python/hw3_naive_bayes.py into your own src/python

directory. You are to implement an alternative version of the smoothing algorithm in
which you can imagine any non-negative quantity of “pseudo-counts” for each word in
the vocabulary; call this quantity A. Fractional pseudo-counts are allowed, too. Write
a function called my_classify_romance_or_mystery() in the place shown in the file.

Now we’ll test how the accuracy of the classifier depends on the amount of smoothing
in the model (larger values of A correspond to more smoothing). We do this by holding
out 10% of the data in each of the romance and mystery categories as“test”data, which
we are not allowed to use to learn word frequencies. This is already done for you in the
file. The function evaluate_naive_bayes() returns a classification accuracy based on
the function you write. At the end of a file, write a for loop or a list comprehension
to compute the accuracy of the classifier for A varying between 0.1 and 5 in increments
of 1. Now run everything. How does the accuracy of the classifier vary as a function
of the strength of the smoothing (larger A means stronger smoothing)? What value of
A yields highest classification accuracy?
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